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TRUE OR FALSE

Solid to Stand On.
What’s Your Remedy?

Adonai: Lord of the Lords

Exodus 20:1-6; Genesis 15;
Isaiah 6:1 & Acts 7:59-60
Then God spoke all these words: I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the place of slavery. Do not have other gods besides Me. Do not make an idol for yourself, whether in the shape of anything in the heavens above or on the earth below or in the waters under the earth. You must not bow down to them or worship them;
for I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the fathers’ sin, to the third and fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing faithful love to a thousand generations of those who love Me and keep My commands. -Exodus 20:1-6
Spiritual Truths

God is possessive in His revelation

God is dynamic in His revelation

God is just in His revelation
What’s Your Remedy?

Adonai: Lord of the Lords

Waving the White Flag

Abram was called out of the **LIFE** he had built for **HIMSELF** -Genesis 12

Jehovah came to Abram in his **INCOMPLETENESS**

Jehovah was going to give Abram his heart’s **DESIRE** for Adonai’s **PURPOSE**
Hope in Surrender

Adonai is **LORD** even when the world is falling apart **AROUND** you - Isaiah 6:1

Adonai will **TAKE CARE** of you when the world is **AGAINST** you - Acts 7:59

Adonai will **EMPOWER** you to do the **IMPOSSIBLE** - Acts 7:60
Order of Access

You can’t have the **POWER** of **ELOHIM** without a **RELATIONSHIP** with **JEHOVAH**

You can’t have a **RELATIONSHIP** with **JEHOVAH** without submitting to the **LORDSHIP** of **ADONAI**
Adonai vs. the Idols

An idol is light at the \textcolor{red}{END} of your \textcolor{red}{TUNNEL} vs. Adonai, who is your light in your \textcolor{red}{DARKNESS}

An idol will take care of you as long as you have \textcolor{blue}{SOMETHING} to give vs. Adonai, who will care for you when you have \textcolor{blue}{NOTHING} left to give.

An idol will keep you \textcolor{blue}{POWERLESS} vs. Adonai, who will make you \textcolor{blue}{POWERFUL}